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Install instructions for 2008 - 2011 Arctic Cat M Series - Sno Pro and Standard Models 

 

1. Open package and inspect contents for damaged or missing parts. Should damage be found, 
or parts missing, contact Wasatch Recreational Products (WRP) to arrange for replacements. 

2. Open your hood and remove the interior ducting to allow access to the back of the gauge 
pod. 

3. Remove and keep the 4 nuts that hold the plastic gauge clamp to the gauge pod. 

4. Disconnect the gauge wiring harness, remove the gauge pod, and put it aside. 

5. Align the hood Gauge Lifter bracket over the existing gauge hole. Using the hood bracket as a 
guide, starting with the top, drill 3/16” holes and loosely bolt in place.  *Before you begin 
drilling, check to make sure you have clearance to attach the nuts to the top bolts inside the hood. 

6. Pull the wiring harness through the existing gauge hole and then bolt the hood bracket to the 
hood routing the harness through the notched opening in the hood bracket. Use the supplied 
Nylok nuts on the back, but do not tighten down yet. 

7. Next, using supplied hardware, attach the gauge bracket.   *See the images on this page for 
direction of mounting bracket. The sequence for the two bolts should be as follows: bolt, hood 
bracket, nylon washer, gauge bracket, and nut. 

8. Take the gauge pod and using the nuts we kept from step 3, bolt it to the gauge bracket. 

9. Plug in the wiring harness and adjust the length of the wiring coming out. 

10. Tighten the bolts holding the hood bracket to the hood.  *Do not over tighten!!!  

11. Lower the hood and climb on your sled to check the gauge angle. Adjust to desired position 
and tighten bolts. 

12. Replace the interior ducting. 


